
Flashpoint For State, Local,  
& Tribal Government
In the face of domestic security threats, state, local, and tribal government organizations must stay prepared and 

make prompt, informed decisions to protect assets and potentially save lives.

Flashpoint combines extensive relevant data collection with expert intelligence and intuitive technology to help 

government teams identify online threats to mitigate risk.

State, local, and tribal government solutions include:

 • Extensive data collections and technical intelligence

 • Real-time, geospatial social media data, and intuitive analytical functionality

 • Support from best-in-class intelligence experts

 • Tailored training to ensure your team realizes continual value from Flashpoint

Key initiatives we support: 

CRISIS MONITORING

 • Improve situational awareness with real-time social data from anywhere in the world. Identify mentions of 

relevant keywords, groups, and topics, and analyze their potential impact.



CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE 

 • Identify groups and individuals participating in illegal activities like trafficking, illicit commerce, violent 

crimes, and cyber attacks.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION

 • Understand, manage, and mitigate risk to your cyber and physical infrastructure with intelligence 

generated from conversations in social channels and illicit communities.

FRAUD IDENTIFICATION

 • Gather evidence of fraudulent activity from threat actors that are sharing unemployment and tax data 

through TTPS, user guides, and other indicators. Flashpoint’s automated alerts and managed intelligence 

services help identify, stop, and prosecute this activity.

RANSOMWARE PREVENTION AND RESPONSE

 • Learn how to avoid ransomware or cyber extortion attacks altogether, and in case of an attack, leverage 

our team to determine the extent, execute a response plan, and mitigate the impact.

This comprehensive solution set delivers access to everything Flashpoint has to offer to support government 

teams—from award-winning software, to services, and customer success.

Flashpoint Intelligence Platform delivers access to finished intelligence reports, including data from illicit 
communities, chat services platforms, and the open web, along with pertinent technical data all in a single platform.

Managed Intelligence Services provides access to Flashpoint analysts to force multiply your intelligence efforts, 
saving time and resources.

Data-as-a-Service provides near real-time access to Flashpoint data and intelligence to help mitigate risk to your 
organization, and identify malicious internal activity. Seamless integration into your existing tooling provides flexibility.

Customer Success Team support, comprised of former analysts with industry-related experience, to provide 
ongoing necessary support and to ensure users are gaining value from the solutions.

Flashpoint Training Academy ensures your team realizes continual value from Flashpoint’s tools and is 
confident in their functionality.

Echosec, by Flashpoint, allows users to investigate, geolocate, monitor, and be alerted to content from a wide range 
of publicly available sources including global social media, messaging apps, defense forums, and illicit communities.

STATE, LOCAL, AND TRIBAL GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

Trusted by governments, commercial enterprises, and educational institutions  worldwide, Flashpoint helps organizations protect their most critical assets, infrastructure, 

and stakeholders from security risks such as cyber threats, ransomware, fraud, physical threats, and more. Leading security practitioners—including physical and corporate 

security, cyber threat intelligence (CTI), vulnerability management, and vendor risk management teams—rely on the Flashpoint Intelligence Platform, comprising open-source 

(OSINT) and closed intelligence, to proactively identify and mitigate risk and stay ahead of the evolving threat landscape. Learn more at flashpoint.io.

ABOUT

http://flashpoint.io

